Encántala Oase Island La Palma
Vacation - remote work – sabbatical - community
The Encántala (Engl.: “Love what is!”) is both a community-oriented holiday complex and a
seminar and retreat place, where accommodation can be booked for 14 days or more.

Thanks to the best possible internet coverage, remote work is very easy to practice here. There
is a large, well-equipped yoga room for everyone. In addition, the large, wonderfully exotic
garden with palm trees, tropical fruits, herbs and grass, the two roof terraces or the giant sofa in
the communal living room are accessible to everyone.
Retreat and encounter are equally possible here. Community with the other residents can, but
does not have to be lived. There is one group meeting per week.
On the volcanic island of La Palma you can listen to nature on long walks by the sea or in the
mountains, find your center again or just work in a focused manner.
In the Encántala oasis, seminars and events about encounter, movement and contact take
place from time to time. The owner Fabienne also offers coaching and bodywork. You can find
details at: https://www.encantala.com/coaching/
Her partner Tobias offers massages, yoga and exercise.
The place including the accommodation is completely smoke, alcohol and drug free.
2 weeks: 1 / 2 pers.

4 weeks: 1 / 2 pers.

Apartments Sol & Mar each for 1-2 persons

€ 495 / € 572

€ 680 / € 790

Apartment Agua for 1-3 persons

€ 540 / € 615

€ 715 / € 825

Apartment Flor for 1-4 persons

€ 595 / € 670

€ 790 / € 970

Zimmer im Haupthaus each for 1-2 persons

€ 420 / € 495

€ 575 / € 705

Mini-stone-garden-cabin Fee for 1-2 persons

€ 365 / € 430

€ 430 / € 485

Mini-wooden-garden-cabin Vista for 1 person

€ 350 / -------

€ 420 / -------

Wooden-garden-cabin Mira for 1-2 persons

€ 420 / € 495

€ 530 / € 640

Prices incl. bathroom towels and internet

Final cleaning: €30 garden-cabins / €40 rooms in the main house / €50 apartments

